September, 2013
Howdy Folks,
In an effort to make my classes economical and convenient, I have traveled over a lot of the
US and Canada for the past several years. The demand for these classes has grown to where it
is physically impossible to accept all the invitations. This is a good problem to have, but is still
a problem.
As of June 2013, my on line videos have been watched in 142 countries. Am very thankful for
this but know I will never visit these countries to teach a class and it is expensive for people
to travel to class locations in the US.
We considered a live webinar but folks in Asia and Australia would have to stay up all night to
watch it.
SO here is what Faye and I have done, we filmed a class in Tennessee with my friends,
including a few interviews.
We only filmed the class, and not the questions or comments from the audience. As a result,
the full information from the class is less than 9 hours.
So now instead of spending days and lots of money to come from your location to me, you
can bring me to you, and get the same information.
To give you the full benefit of the class, for those attending it on the web, I will allow you to
email your questions and I will then make a recording answering the questions I can answer,
and sending it to you.
This is the most time and cost efficient way for both you and me to arrange a class.
A special newsletter with details will be sent out sometime later when we have everything in
place. So please be patient, we will send you the information as soon as it is available with
full details and instructions on how to register.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

There is an energy that has really been affecting people and I want to share a few brief
statements about how to counteract it.
My friends and I have been measuring a low energy that is sucking the life from people. For
lack of knowing what it is, one of my friends named it ‘X Energy’. This stuff is epidemic and
have been dealing with it since Dec. 2012. My dowsing system says it is a cleansing.
This X Energy is like a wave that moves across the country. The symptoms are loss of energy,
decreased mental stability in the masses of people, people turning against each other,
suicidal thoughts, depression and a feeling of ‘something just ain’t right.’ It seems to affect
the compatibility of the cells in the body and causes a person to lose their desire to live.
Here is the antidote that has worked every time for me. However, it is doubtful it will work
for those of low consciousness. No, the same thing does not work equally for all people.
Seems the only force that works equally is the law of gravity.
“Use dowsing and neutralize the negative effects of any low energy upon you, your home and
family.
Then neutralize the negative effects of the surrounding area upon you , your home and
family.
Then scramble any harmful frequencies and adjust them to Love.”
This may not solve all your problems but it has effectively neutralized X Energy and usually
the person I am working on will feel a difference in less than 10 minutes, sometimes
instantly, depending on their degree of sensitivity.
If you don’t know how to dowse~~~ learn. If you can’t learn, then pray, just use your mind
with focused intent.
If you aren’t willing to do anything, that’s ok, just don’t ask us to do it for you.
Now this is ALL I have done so don’t over think this. We don’t know where it comes from or
where it is going, or how long it will remain, so no need to ask.
This is the most serious thing I have seen affecting people and wanted to share how to deal
with it with those of you who are willing to do something.
Wishing you SUCCESS!!!
We encourage you to share what you have done with things you have learned from attending
my classes, reading my books, or watching my DVD’s. This helps to encourage others and
gives them new ideas on how to apply my dowsing techniques. If you will send your stories,

we will add them to the website on a regular basis so you can come there and get ideas from
each other and find new additions often.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Have noticed over the years that people do not understand alike. Can give the same
information to a room full of people and a few will do miracles with it and others will wonder
what to do with it.
This is why I teach with lots of stories and examples because people will remember a story
better than directions, and the directions are in the story.
There has not been a problem of people believing I can do something, the problem has been
getting you to believe you can do it.
Just received the following email from a person from another country who has not been in
class with me. He has watched my DVDs and saw the possibilities of working with energy.
Have edited his email to make it shorter, and wanted to share it with you to give you some
ideas of what you can do for yourself.
Hope to see some of you folks on my Western tour the last half of September and early
October.
Raymon
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi Raymon,
It’s been a week since I received the flower of life , pendulum and bobber and I have done a
lot with them. In fact I have been so fascinated with them that spend my working hours doing
and correcting energies which I would want to share the results with you. These are the
things you may know or may not know but by sharing what I have done with the knowledge,
it can help spread the word and help more people on the various ways in which we can direct
our lives and our future through dowsing
I have used dowsing to increase my energy, self-esteem, self-confidence , decrease level of
fear in my body and used all the techniques you have written however what I have learned is
that there is a need to address the causes. I can raise the energy in my body to its highest
appropriate level but the effect would be temporary unless I have found the causes of my
lack of energy in which case I have found that my adrenals were not balanced so I corrected
them also found non- beneficial psychic cords that were adversely affecting my chakras and
removed them. Send appropriate energy to balance my chakras. Check the function and
health of my lungs and found them to be at +20%. I asked and discovered that heredity and
toxic repressed emotions are contributing to the poor functioning so I have to address them.
Digging deeper and I found that the effects of asthma medications and inhalers I have used

during childhood were negatively affecting my lungs and dowsing shows it is at negative 30
percent so I scrambled the frequency of the inhalers and transform them to the most
appropriate energy. After all these corrections I found that the health of my lungs has
improved to +40%. I believe that if I can release the layers of repressed toxic emotions in my
lungs , the lung function would still further improve. I can now still feel the painful childhood
emotions buried underneath wanting to be freed but still trapped in the tissues. As I am
writing this..I got this flash of an idea that maybe I need to go back in time to the point where
these emotions were repressed and neutralized them or maybe it has to do with fragmented
soul parts in childhood. Anyway I will figure it out later or if you know how to do this please
share with me the technique.
I have used the technique to increase the motivation of my employees and for them to work
efficiently and the first day I did this, I got numerous reports from one of my staff detailing
the task she had accomplished. I was surprised that she was able to complete a week's worth
of task in one day. However I believe that increasing the motivation of people would work
well only when the people are already motivated in the first place which my staff were when
I first checked.
I have discovered that the energy of my neighborhood business establishments were
adversely affecting the prosperity of my business..maybe it was the attitude of the owners …
I decided to correct them. Would let you know when I get results
I have learned that not all spirit guides have the same skills and capabilities and there are
assignments that would require a higher level spiritual intervention who's expertise is well
suited for the job at hand. Its like asking your cook to do the carpentry work. He could
probably do the work but the result would not be satisfactory and an expert needed to be
called in.
6. I have been meaning to write the results and share with you what i have gotten out of
dowsing for the past several days but I was mentally putting it off. It dawned on me today
that i need to check on scarcity mentality and true enough I was afflicted. Dowsing shows
60% inherited and 40% learned and affecting me at 100%. I have decided to transform
scarcity mentality into abundant mentality and when I checked what Is the overall benefit of
this in my life , it shows +50% I am just surprised that scarcity mentality and poverty
mentality are not related as my dowsing indicates that.
There are a lot of things that I have worked on like transforming the negative effects upon me
of sleeping less than 7 hrs and transforming it to something that is beneficial for me,
programming myself that whatever I eat and drink is beneficial for me and true enough I can
now eat ice cream and drink iced coffee with no detrimental effects. I also discovered that
when the beneficial effect is not high enough say at +20% you would still experience the side
effects at a smaller scale. For example when I eat ice cream before I would get stomach ache
and diarrhea but now after doing the work and at + 50% I would still feel a little sensation of

cramping in my stomach but that’s about it. I think I need to raise the beneficial effects higher
to at least +70% to not feel any negative effects at all.
With gratitude,
P

And from Faye…..it is that time again for the Call to Action. Saturday September 21, 8:00
pm local time, where ever you are. You are powerful so please join in.
For full details visit www.raymongraceprojects.com/calltoaction.htm
I will be traveling to the SW dowsing conference in October to play gongs. And while I wish
Raymon were going to be there also....he has other classes and will be elsewhere...however I
WILL have his DVDS for sale at the conference. And you can always come for the gongs.
Details are on my schedule page at www.tsvibrations.com/
I am excited about my next learn to play gongs workshop....it will be the first of November in
a cave in Arkansas...thats right...in a house inside a cave. Talk about a gong chamber with
resonance! Gonna be awesome, come play if you are so inclined. Photos are on my schedule
page. No musical talent needed, everyone can play gongs!
Remember you are powerful so just do whatever it is you want to do. If you do not know
how, set your best intention and do something....it may surprise you how wonderfully easy it
is to make things happen.
Please feel free to forward this newsletter to anyone you like, as long as you leave it just as it
is in its entirety. Please do not edit, forward as is. Thanks.
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